
May 24,2022

Chris Cannon 
Director of Environmental Management 
City of Los Angeles Harbor 
Department 425 S. Palos Verdes St. 
San Pedro, CA. 90731 

Re: Ecocem NOP 

Dear Mr. Cannon, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Ecocem NOP. 

We are extremely concerned with regard to the current project, and we have outlined those 
concerns below.  We are also alarmed that many of the actions taken by the Harbor Department 
do not in fact do anything to reduce air emissions.  We are certain that the Port is aware of the 
Sanction Clock timeline for the Clean Air Action Plan as well AB 671 and we are unable to 
comprehend why many of the projects being approved and proposed do not even address these 
issues.  We remind the Port and the Board of Harbor Commissioners that as of the summer of 
2023, that if emissions are not reduce to acceptable levels there will be a Federal 
Implementation Plan. This is not a what if scenario. The EPA must implement a plan and 
intervene. If emission standards are not met “the FIP will incorporate measures to compensate 
for any missing or disapproved measures, to obtain the needed NOx reductions by 2024. The 
FIP may include measures such as emission caps for airlines, marine vessels and railroads, no 
drive days or gas rationing.” The first round of sanctions is set for the summer of next year.  We 
also note that the sanctions will not be lifted until US EPA’s expectations are met. (See 
attached) 

The nation as a whole is suffering from a supply chain issues.  Wilmington suffers the brunt of 
these supply chain issues.  Ignoring the coming deadlines and adding projects that are not in 
line with reducing emissions but in fact increase truck trips into our community will only 
exacerbate the supply chain issue in the near future.  Do we really want to see a Federal 
Implementation Plan?  Our community does not wish to see this happen and we encourage the 
Port, Board of Harbor Commissioners, and other relevant agencies to seriously address the 
issues within our community.  This means a proper truck route that eliminates diesel emissions 
in our residential areas not the reshuffling of traffic that is currently being proposed.  This means 
the reduction of truck traffic in Wilmington not increasing it as this project proposes.  We also 
wish to mention that Ecocem proposed a similar project where there were assurances of a 
harmless, clean material only to find out test samples showed both chromium and sulfur.1 
What assurances does our community have that this will not happen in Wilmington where there 
is an ongoing history of lax enforcement of local ordinances? 

Concerns related to Ecocem NOP 

1. Use of waterfront property for uses that are not water dependent.

1 https://www.voicesofvallejo.com/fugitive-dust 

https://www.voicesofvallejo.com/not-so-harmless 

https://www.voicesofvallejo.com/fugitive-dust
https://www.voicesofvallejo.com/not-so-harmless


Mixing with gypsum and grinding the product to size specifications does not require use of 
waterfront property.  For years, the Port had to deal with particulate emissions from the coal 
facility at Kaiser Point and the export terminal on Terminal Island.  This included Kaiser having 
to use a street sweeper full time on Port roads to clean up the spillage from truck transport to 
and from Kaiser Point.  The potential for particulate air emissions in the proposed project, 
including the manufacturing aspect, can be done elsewhere.  If it is done at Berth 191-194, it 
should be done indoors in covered structures with air scrubbers on all ventilation systems.    

2. Air quality, particulate emissions.

The project will have very large negative air emission impacts.  The product will be suctioned 
out of bulk carriers, transported by conveyor to open storage piles, processed through a 
crushing plant where it will be mixed with gypsum that has been imported by truck, stored again 
in open storage piles, then loaded onto 18 wheeled semi trucks and transported to other sites in 
the Southern California area.  Each of these transfers plus the exhaust from the equipment used 
for operating the plant, will generate small particulates.  Wind borne particles from the open 
storage are also a probability.  All transfer and manufacturing points should include covered 
structures with air scrubbers on all ventilation systems.   

3. Truck traffic

The project forecasts 35,000 truck trips per year, but those are roundtrips.  In counting traffic, 
each in and out segment counts as a trip, so that means there will be 70,000 truck trips a year, 
each one going up or down Avalon Boulevard past the new Banning’s Landing Park.  

How truck traffic impacts are analyzed is also an issue.  The NOP says, 

"… [the Office of Planning and Research] does not require vehicle miles 
traveled analysis of commercial truck in CEQA documents.  Therefore, 
based on OPR verbal guidance, heavy duty truck trips are not 
included in this transportation analysis, but are analyzed in other 
resource areas such as air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, noise and 
energy…." NOP, Page 61. [emphasis added] 

This means that impacts of the 18 wheeler semi-trucks on other traffic, businesses, etc. on 
Avalon, Harry Bridges, Alameda and other streets is not included and will not be analyzed, nor 
will such things as the wear and tear on Wilmington streets.  While “vehicle miles traveled” 
[VMT] is used these days to calculate vehicle traffic impacts, it’s not the only way to calculate 
impacts.  It seems obvious that a traffic study showing the impacts of these 70,000 truck trips 
per year on traffic, schools, businesses, and visitor serving facilities is needed, including any 
potential traffic flow modifications and routing issues.  Of particular concern is the fact that the 
trucks must cross the railroad tracks where the street is frequently closed for train movement, 
exacerbating the truck backlogs and idling that will occur.  The analysis should include impact of 
the trucks on what are called “sensitive receptors” such as people.  Right now users of the new 
Banning’s Landing Park are not included in the list of sensitive receptors in the air quality 
analysis listed elsewhere in the NOP. 

4. Project Alternatives

We suggest that the preferred alternative should be Alternative No. 3, processing offshore.  This 
eliminates the emissions connected with processing, the truck problems from deliveries of 



gypsum, the heating to remove moisture, and the restocking prior to delivery loading.  It also 
frees up space for more water-dependent use of the project site.     

We have another suggestion.  We suggest that Ecocem’s alternatives all should include 
construction of a railroad “industrial side-track” to the site.  This would allow for closed hopper 
rail cars to transport the product from the terminal to other distribution points, such as cement 
mixing plants that are the likely delivery destinations for the product.  Some of these other sites 
may well have industrial side-tracks of their own.  If implemented, this one change would 
drastically reduce the number of truck trips required and may well eliminate them 
altogether.    

Absent a rail track to the site, the third alternative, manufacturing overseas and only using the 
site for import and distribution, meets the project objectives while reducing particulate 
emissions.  It eliminates transfers of material from open stacks to and from mixing and milling 
operations.  It would also eliminate the need to transport the gypsum product to mix with the 
imported product. This alone would reduce the truck trips by an estimated 2,100 per year.  
Lastly, it would better comply with the long held guideline that waterfront property should be 
reserved for water-dependent activities. Manufacturing/millling the product is not water 
dependent.  This should be the preferred alternative in the event that rail access is not feasible. 
We submit that Alternative 3 best meets the project objectives in the least environmentally 
impactful way and is the one that should be selected.  [Cal. Code Regs. Title 14 Sec. 15126.6, 
Cal. PRC Secs. 21002, 21081] 

Consideration of alternatives at this point in the process matters because a preferred alternative 
gets the most study.  The other alternatives are often dismissed with one or two sentences in 
the EIR. 

Thank you for your consideration.  

Sincerely, 

Gina Martinez, Chair 
On Behalf of the Wilmington Neighborhood Council 

Attachments 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eliminating Statements of Overriding Considerations.  Addressing all negative 
impacts locally.  
 
“Overriding considerations” has been a sore point for years.  A project applicant tries to 
mitigate all negative environmental impacts on site.  Sometimes, this can’t be done and 
the applicant does other things, such as buying air quality credits from other areas.  
Sometimes, they cannot mitigate to a level of insignificance and relies on statements of 
overriding considerations.   
 
However, if the Port is considered as a co-applicant, overriding considerations would 
not be a valid excuse because the Port could mitigate all impacts that the principal 
applicant cannot mitigate on site..  For example, rather than buy lawnmower emissions 
as air quality credits, the Port would reduce emissions elsewhere in the Port area. 
 
Mitigations Related to Past Port Construction Choices.  
 
Unfortunately, over the years, the Port has designed and built terminals and other 
projects in ways that continue to impact our community adversely.  These need to be 
corrected.  Four such examples are: 
 
1.  Building Terminals for Trucks that Damage Streets in our Community.  
 
Container terminals are built to withstand 60,000 pound wheel loads.  These trucks then 
exit onto adjacent streets built to 35,000 pound wheel loads.  
 
This is a fairly typical view of the resultant street condition in the vicinity of Channel 
Street and Gibson Boulevard. 
 



 

 

  
 
We should ask for repairs to these streets in and around the Port damaged by these 
heavy trucks.  
 
2.  Underground the Utilities along John S. Gibson Blvd. and other Port Roads 
that Interface with the Local Community and Remove the Poles.  
  
The Port places utilities underground in its terminals but puts them on poles along the 
roadways around the Port.  For example, John S. Gibson Blvd. is a designated scenic 
highway constructed by the Port.  When the street and sidewalks were constructed, the 
Port installed the utilities above ground with the poles in or adjacent to the sidewalk.  
The adjacent terminal has all the utilities underground.   Over time, due to Port 
expansion, additional crossbars have been installed on the poles making them 
increasingly unsightly.  The next two photos shows some of these poles.  
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SOUTH COAST AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
 

1997 8-Hour Ozone Standard – Sanction Clock Timelines 
 

Scenario One: South Coast AQMD/CARB Fails to Submit a Contingency Measure Plan 

to U.S. EPA 

Date Action Action Details 

December 31, 2019/ 
January 1,2020 

Contingency Measure Plan 
Due to U.S. EPA through 
CARB 

U.S. EPA has six months to 
make a failure to submit finding 
(June 2020).  
 
Once that finding is made, U.S. 
EPA can impose sanctions at 
any time. 

December 2021 
U.S. EPA must implement 
first sanction 

First sanction would increase 
offset ratio for new and 
modified major sources of 
ozone precursors (VOC and 
NOx) to 2 to 1 (currently 1.2 to 
1). 

June 2022 
Highway sanctions must be 
imposed 

Highway funding will be cutoff. 
Funds for transit and certain 
safety projects may continue.  

June 2022 
U.S. EPA must implement 
a Federal Implementation 
Plan (FIP) 

The FIP will incorporate 
measures to compensate for any 
missing or disapproved 
measures, to attain the needed 
NOx reductions by 2024. The 
FIP may include measures such 
as emission caps for airlines, 
marine vessels and railroads, no 
drive days, or gas rationing. 

 

The sanctions are removed once U.S. EPA receives the Contingency Measure Plan.  

The sanctions clock could begin again should U.S. EPA find the Contingency Measure Plan 

submittal incomplete upon its review (within 6 months of submittal). 
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Scenario Two: Contingency Measure Plan is Submitted, but not Approved by U.S. EPA 

Date Action Action Details 

December 31 , 2019/ 
January 1, 2020 

Contingency Measure 
Plan Submitted to U.S. 
EPA through CARB 

U.S. EPA has 6 months to decide 
if the minimum requirements are 
met (June 2020). 
 
If U.S. EPA takes no action 
within 6 months of submittal, the 
Contingency Measure Plan is 
deemed completed by default. 

July 2021 
(or 12 months after plan is 

deemed complete) 
 

U.S. EPA deadline for  
approval/disapproval of 
plan 

If disapproved, U.S. EPA can 
impose sanctions at any time. 

December 2022 
U.S. EPA must 
implement first sanction 

First sanction would increase 
offset ratio for new and modified 
major sources of ozone 
precursors (VOC and NOx) to 2 
to 1 (currently 1.2 to 1). 

July 2023 
Highway sanctions must 
be imposed 

Highway funding will be cutoff. 
Funds for transit and certain 
safety projects may continue.  

July 2023 

U.S. EPA must 
implement a Federal 
Implementation Plan 
(FIP)  

The FIP will incorporate 
measures to compensate for any 
missing or disapproved measures, 
to attain the needed NOx 
reductions by 2024. The FIP may 
include measures such as emission 
caps for airlines, marine vessels 
and railroads, no drive days, or 
gas rationing. 
 
U.S. EPA may issue FIP any time 
after disapproval issued earlier 
than this date. 

 

The sanctions and FIP are removed once the plan meets U.S. EPA’s expectations and is 

subsequently approved. 




